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Created in 1994, GEOL 210 serves as a gateway course in 
our undergraduate geosceince program.  Hallmarks of 
the course include collaborative student problem-
solving in the field, strong personal bonding between 
students, and close instructor/student relationships 
that resonate within our undergraduate program in 
subsequent years.  

GEOL 210 is built around three mapping projects.  Fish 
Springs is a one-day project with students mapping on 
topographic maps in the morning and then working on air 
photos in the afternoon.  The three-day Big Pine project 
follows with mapping done exclusively on Air photos.  
Finally, a four-day project at Poleta Folds involves 
plotting structural data on topographic maps.  

This introductory field course highlights the 
remarkable geology of the Owens Valley, California.  
Students work with fault-cut cinder cones, glacial 
deposits, folded sedimentary and metamorphic strata, 
Sierra Nevada plutons, lava flows, and a host of alluvial 
deposits.

Field observation is a critical skill in the geosciences, 
yet most undergraduate majors develop such skill 
late in their undergraduate careers in a capstone 
field class.  Capstone field classes typically require 
upper level courses, such as structural geology, 
petrology, or stratigraphy.  

In order to provide an intensive field experience for 
beginning geoscience majors, the Geological Sciences 
program at CWU offers GEOL 210, a two-week 
introductory field course in early September.  The 
course is taught in the Owens Valley, California and 
provides an introduction to collecting and 
interpreting field data in a variety of geologic 
settings.  

Field observation includes rock description, 
topographic map and aerial photo interpretation, and 
collecting structural data.  Reports for three 
mapping projects require drafted geologic maps, 
cross sections, rock descriptions, and stratigraphic 
descriptions.  Each of these integrative reports is 
assessed for evidence of mastery of geologic 
concepts and presentation of data.

EQUIPMENT LIST
Geology 210

Bishop, California
_____________________________________

 
REQUIRED FIELD GEAR:

Boots   Must be broken in.

Shorts/Pants Must have belt loops!  Baggy or 
loose-fitting makes life easier.

Belt Needed to support Brunton compass cases 
and possible rock hammer holster.

Map Board Two 11” x 14” pieces of 1/8" acrylic 
(pieces look like sheets of glass)...

Specific benefits to our department: 

	 1.  Students know each other!
	 	 	 	 Subsequent classrooms are vibrant places.

	 2.  Setting the Tone.
	 	 	 	 Course gives first taste of our expectations. 	 	 	 	

	 3.  Off the Fence.
	 	 	 	 Course helps students commit to Geology major. 

	 4.  Common Experience.
	 	 	 	 Upper Level Geology courses refer to GEOL 210.	 	
	
	 5.  Quality Advising.
	 	 	 	 Student strengths & weakness on display.

	 6.  Undergrad Research Potential.
	 	 	 	 Approach good field students with projects.

	 7.  Reference Letters.
	 	 	 	 Course allows for meaningful comments. 

Bishop, California  
September 2004

Itinerary
__________________________

Monday, August 30:

 	 2:00 pm students drop off bags / pack 3 vans  (behind Lind  Hall)
   	 	 CWU Geology Department supplies checked out to students
  
 	 2:15 pm Brunton Compass / Air Photo exercises on campus

Tuesday, Aug 31:   Ellensburg, WA to Goose Lake State Park, OR     

	 6:00 am  leave Ellensburg

 	 noon  Bend, OR  lunch 

 	 1:30 pm  Newberry National Volcanic Monument

 	 6:00 pm Lakeview, OR groceries for supper and breakfast

 	 7:30 pm Goose Lake State Park  (Oregon/California state line)

2003:  Fernando and Lacy mapping at Big Pine

2002:  Drafting up Poleta Projects in the Evening

2003:  Campfire in the White Mountains above 10,000'

1999:  More than a few hell-raisers in this group

2003:  Jessica and Kendra writing rock descriptions 

1994:  Topographic map base 
1996:  Sam in rare form 

1998:  Addie, Kyle, and Jennifer - Teaching Assistants 

1998:  Steve assists Marshall and Kaleb at Poleta 

1998:  Chris and Cody plotting Strikes & Dips 

2000:  Barson, Jennifer, Anne, Jon, Bridget, and Jon

1995:  White Mountain Research Station


